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Staying Profitable: The Wonderful Commercial Earnings of a
Special Dealer in Russia Throughout the Season with Public

Support on Monday and Possible Shouldda Moments
Teejay Ole

Abstract—This study explores the commercial earnings of a special dealer in
Russia throughout the season, focusing on their ability to stay profitable by
leveraging public support on Mondays and avoiding potential ”shouldda” mo-
ments. Through a combination of financial analysis and qualitative interviews
with the dealer and their customers, the study finds that the dealer’s strategic
use of discounts and promotions on Mondays, when demand is typically
lower, has been a key factor in their success. Additionally, the dealer’s
ability to anticipate and avoid potential mistakes or missed opportunities,
which the study refers to as ”shouldda” moments, has helped them maintain
their profitability over time. The study concludes with implications for other
businesses looking to replicate the dealer’s success, including the importance
of understanding customer behavior and preferences, leveraging data to
inform decision-making, and being proactive in anticipating and addressing
potential challenges.
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